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Interaction Program Organized
by Ministry of Tourism

R

esponding to the issue on
the impact in tourism of
Chitwan and the region by
road expansion project between
Munglin-Narangarh section raised
by Hotel Association Nepal,
Secretary at the Ministry of Culture,
Tourism and Civil Aviation Mr.
Shanker Prasad Adhikari initiated
a brainstorming meeting with all
stake holders to explore the ideas to
mitigate the problem and to safeguard
the investment made in tourism
industry in the region. The road
expansion project has badly affected
the vehicle movement by which
Chitwan, a popular wildlife tourism
destination of Nepal is facing hard
time by witnessing heavy downfall
in the tourist arrival. HAN President
Mr. Amar Man Shakya expressed
that due to this problem potential
tourists are not willing to travel to
Chitwan and many international
travel agencies have been showing
the concern that it might lose the
competitiveness of popular safari
destination. Deputy Director General
of Department of Transportation
Department Mr. Sanjay kumar
Shrestha agreed the challenges of
that road condition and shared in
the meeting that they are working
it on war footing and optimistic to
complete the construction work by
April 2018. HAN Past President

Mr. Prakash Shrestha briefed in
the meeting about Golden Triangle
tour consisting of Chitwan,Pokhara
and Lumbini is a widely popular
circuit amongst the tourists in Nepal.
However tourists flow has been
decreasing tremendously due to
traffic condition and construction
work which is causing huge
number of cancellation. Secretary
General of HAN Mr. Binayak Shah
urged mutual co-operation of all
stakeholders is needed to safe guard
the tourism of Chitwan & the region.
Deputy Director of CAAN Mr.
Rabin Pokharel and representative
of Airlines Operators Association
reiterated their commitments to
cooperate with concerned all for

which they are planning to operate
fleet from Pokhara-BharatpurPokhara from the month of
September 2017. Joint Secretary of
MoTCA Mr. Ghanashyam Upadhayay
appreciated HAN for taking this
issues seriously and expressed his
commitments to support the industry.
On his concluding remarks Secretary
Mr. Shanker Adhikari thanked all
government officials, HAN Office
Bearers and representatives from
Chitwan chapter, Airlines Operators
for their active participation. Mr.
Adhikari further expressed his
commitments that he the ministry
will work on alternative ways in
coordination with related government
agencies to mitigate the problem.
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Hoteliers and Restaurateurs
go Clean and Green!
H

otel Association Nepal Women
Hoteliers partnered with Haylide
Chemicals Pvt Ltd to present Green
and Clean, Green Technology
Products and Global Best on 27
July 2017. Over 150 employees and
owners from hotels and restaurant
came together at Hotel Annapurna for
the programme.
Mrs Shreejana Rana First Vice
President HAN welcomed everyone
to the programme and introduced the
speakers: Mrs Archana Bhatnagar,
Managing Director of Haylide
Chemicals Pvt Ltd; Mr Nitin

Bhatanagar, Director of Haylide Chemicals Pvt Ltd;
Mr Himanshu Gupta of Continental Hygiene; and
Mr Khem Sharma, Director ‘Khem’s Cleaning’ from
Australia.
The speakers were an inspiration. Their enthusiasm
and knowledge energised everyone. Their message was
You don’t need harsh chemicals to clean and maintain
hygiene. They spoke from experience of the products
and best practices that protect the environment. They
also pointed out that this did not have to be a costly
business. A practicality that everyone could appreciate.
Mr Khem Sharma shared his experience in bringing
about the dramatic change in our international airport’s
cleanliness. Ms Archana
Bhatnagar encouraged
attendees to practice
sustainable development
in Nepal. And Mr Nitin
Bhatnagar educated us
on the advantages of
using greener chemicals
in our properties.
They pointed out the
many advantages to
going Green and Clean.
Here are a few of them:
• Health and
Environment: using
greener chemicals
reduces pollution in
rivers. This in turn,
reduces diseases, such
as cancer, which are
currently on the rise.
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•
Cost of products:
multipurpose products
reduce the need for many
individual products. This
means savings.
•
Improved or better
cleaning and hygiene
by going Green: green
chemicals give the same or
better results than harmful
chemicals
The presentation struck
a chord with several
audience members. They
asked about the availability
of these products in our
market. Another concern
was how to differentiate
between green chemicals
and harmful ones.
The programme was MC’d and concluded by with

Vote of Thank by Committee Members Ms. Nikita
Pande and Mrs. Ava Shah respectively.

New Leadership at Regional HAN Kanchanpur
E

xecutive Member Mr. Asit SJB Rana appraised
for role played by Regional Hotel Association
Kanchanpur chapter for the tourism development of
the country. While delivering a speech as a special
guest on the inauguration ceremony of 14th Annual
General Meeting of Regional HAN Kanchanpur on
July 25, 2017, Mr. Rana
further suggested the
fellow hoteliers of the
region to give impetus on
quality tourism products
and suggested Regional
HAN Kanchanpur to bring
all hoteliers under its
umbrella which will help
to secure the investments
in this sector and to create
positive ambiance to
promote quality tourism
product. The AGM also
elected 17 members
executive committee
under the leadership of
Mr. Pramananda Bhandari
as a President and Mr.
Bir Bahadur Mahara,
Ambhaj Khadka, Mr.
Keshav Singh Jora, Mr.

Jagadish Chandra Bhatta, Mr. Sushil Kumar Bhatta,
Mr. Rajan Tukariya, Mr. Ramchandra Regmi & Mr.
Dhananyaja Joshi IP President, Senior Vice President,
Vice President, Vice President, Secretary General,
Secretary and Treasurer respectively.
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